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Abstract. The partial capture rates for the process,/~- + leO (O.s) --* I~N (2-, 1 -, 0-, 3-)
+ vu have been calculated using the particle-hole wavefunctions obtained using self-consistent
procedure. In deriving these wavefunctions, the effective N-N interaction has been constructed
from the bare Hamada-Johnston interaction. The terms in the muon capture Hamiltonian that
depend on the momentum of the capturing proton have been included and their importance in
0 + --* 0- transition is exhibited. The agreement with the available experimental data is good.
The need to incorporate meson exchange effects in 0 ÷ ~ 0- transition is pointed out.
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1. Introduction
The study ofmuon capture by 160 essentially serves as a powerful probe to examine the
nuclear structure. Since the partial transition rates to the low-lying levels of 16N, stable
against the emission of nucleons, are highly nuclear model-dependent, such a study is
not suitable to examine the muon capture coupling constants in general, and the
induced pseudoscalar coupling #p in particular. The long standing discrepancy between
the measured and calculated capture rates in 160 has been remedied to some extent by
Rho (1967) by using the quasi-particle model of Migdal. The various theoretical results
on partial capture rates for the eCACvalue of gp are given in table 1, along with a brief
description of the nuclear models used and the available experimental data.
Table 1 reveals the nuclear model dependence of the capture rates, and a comparison
with the experimental data certainly warrants more theoretical studies in this direction.
Further, recently Guichon et al (1978, 1979) have pointed out the role of meson
exchange effects on 0 ÷ -, 0- transition in t60. This seems to have been confirmed by
the recent Argonne National Laboratory and Stanford University experiment
(Gagliardi et al 1982). On the contrary, Koshigiri et al (1979) claim that the nuclear
structure effects when properly taken into account can explain the 0 + ~ 0- transition
rate.
From table 1, we notice that it is rather unfortunate that there is no consistent
agreement among the theoretical estimates. Even in the most dominant 0 ÷ ~ 2transition, the latest estimate of Graves et al (1980) disagrees with earlier estimates and
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also with the experiment. The spherical and deformed co-existence approach of
Nalcioglu et al (1973) underestimates 0 + ~ 2- capture rate and overestimates 0 + ~ 1 capture rate. These results clearly demonstrate the sensitivity of the partial capture rate
towards the use of nuclear models. Thus it is worthwhile to examine them by a different
nuclear model, hitherto not used and which is more realistic. Secondly the consensus
among the various experimental measurements as displayed in table 1 is not good
either.
This paper attempts to calculate the partial capture rates using the microscopic
theory of particle-hole states developed by Waghmare (1977). A major departure from
earlier theoretical calculations is the use of Hartree-Fock basis for the single particle
states using a full effective interaction. The scheme becomes more palatable by the
following additional feature, namely, the construction of an effective interaction from
the bare Hamada-Johnston interaction. The success of this in explaining the total
capture rates in 12C and 160 (Parthasarathy and Waghmare 1979) motivates the
present study.
In §2, the relevant expression required to calculate the partial capture rate is given
along with a discussion of MEC. Section 3 deals briefly with the nuclear model used in
the present study and the results are discussed in §4.
2. Partial capture rates

Starting from the Fujii-Primakoff (1959) Hamiltonian for muon capture, the
expression for the capture rate, 2 to a particular low-lying level of the final nucleus Jy, in
impulse approximation is given by,
~2

_-

{G

I.II,I

+

I.l,,,I

gv R. P. { (S1,)
+ (G~ - 2 GeGa)IS~. ai[2 _ 2 Gv-~
x (I~'pi)*}+2(Ge--GA)gAR.P.{(I~.tri)(Ig,.pi) * }
2
+ -M GvgvR" P'{i~a i. (S~ x pi)*} },

(1)

where [~, [a~ is the square of the muon wavefunction in atomic K-orbit averaged over
the nuclear volume and is given by n- 1(z/ao)3R~, with z = 8, ao the muonic B6hr radius
and R~ a correction factor for the finite size of the nucleus, v is the momentum carried
away by the neutrino, G is the Fermi coupling constant, and M is the mass of the
nucleon. Gv, GA, Gv are the effective couplings and are given by
Gv = gv(1 + v/2M),

G A = gA -- (gv+ gu)v/2M,
Ge = (gP - gA -- gv-- g~)v/2M,

(2)

with the following numerical values for the muon capture coupling constants, gr the
vector coupling is 0-987G, g~ the axial-vector coupling is -1-25gv, gM the weak
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magnetism coupling is 3.7 gvand ge is varied around its PCACvalue of 7"5 9A"The second
class current couplings are assumed to be absent. The various integrals in (1) are nuclear
matrix elements, evaluated in the nuclear Hilbert space. The terms in (1) that are
O(I/M) are known as the momentum dependent terms and are of very much
importance in the 0 ÷ ~ 0- transition as will be shown later. In fact they contribute as
much as the momentum independent terms in the above transition and hence their
omission in the calculation of Graves et al (t980) is not justified. To convert the capture
rate from h = c = m s = l to cgs units, (1) must be divided by h/(muc 2)=
6.22 x 10 -24 sec.
The expression for the various nuclear matrix elements occurring pairwise in (1) has
been evaluated using the particle-hole model. As these derivations are standard, they
are not given here. We briefly discuss the relevant changes when the meson exchange
corrections (MEC)are incorporated. The use of soft-pion theorems and current algebra
for muon capture and beta decay processes, demonstrate (Kubodera et a11978) that the
time part of the axial vector current gets considerably modified due to MEC, when
compared to the space part. This can also be viewed as an important correction to
impuse approximation 0A). The effect of this on processes that are dominated by the
space part of the axial vector current are shown to be small (Parthasarathy and Sridhar
1981). In the present process, the 0 ÷ ~ 0- transition is dominated by the time part of
the axial vector current. In order to take this into account, we note that the MECto the
time part of the axial vector current effectively changes gA to Fg a for those terms
coming from the time part. Accordingly the expression for 2(0-) changes only in the
third and fifth term in (1). Explicitly these two terms will read as (G~,2 - 2 G 'pGA)l S~'ai 12
and 2(Gp-GA)g ~ R.P.{S~.a,(~a,.pi)*}, where G~ is obtained with FgA. Note that
there is no change in gA contained in GA as this comes from the space part of the axial
vector current. It has been shown by Guichon et al (1979b) that the factor F which
measures the change of the matrix element from its 1Avalue is ,,, 1"5 and this factor
practically does not depend upon the nuclear model. This StEC is considered for
0 ÷ --, 0- transition in the last section.

3. Nuclear model
The nuclear model that has been used in this study is the self-consistent theory of
particle-hole interactions by Waghmare (1977). The details of the various aspects of the
model are contained in the above reference and so we briefly give the necessary steps
only. The description for (i) the basis for particle-hole spectrum (ii) the p-p, p-h, h-h
interactions and (iii) the mechanisms of invoking various excitations when energy is
supplied to the nucleus, needed to study the excited states are summarized below. The
single particle basis are obtained from a self-consistent approach. The rtF energy and ph interaction are derived from Landau (1958) theory of Fermi liquids. Here the first and
second derivatives of the energy as a function of density, gives the HF energy and p-h
interaction respectively. The detailed expressions for these are given by Waghmare
(1977). The excited states of ~60 are described in Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)
and random phase approximation (SPA). Starting from the N-N interaction described
by Hamada-Johnston potential, the Brueckner G matrix is evaluated after including the
Coulombian part. Using the matrix elements of G between various combinations of
neutron and proton states, the BH~ procedure is used to obtain the ground state
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properties and 8F basis. Landau's p-h interaction is obtained from p-p interaction using
Pandya's theorem (Pandya 1956). In our application to muon capture by 1#O, we make
use of the fact that the various final states (2-, 0-, 1 -, 3-) of 16N are isobaric aimlogue
states of (T = 1) 160 and consider rDA wavefunction. Waghmare (1977) has used these
wavefunctions in his investigation of B(E1, E2, E3) for the normal parity states of 160.
In a way, the present study will provide further test to the nuclear wavefunctions of
Waghmare (1977) as applied to muon capture process. For the sake of completion, the
various configuration mixing coefficients used in this study are given in table 2. A
striking feature is the expansion of the shell-model space to include higher single
particle orbitals.

4. Numerical results and discussion

The transition rates to various low lying states of 16N are evaluated using (1) and table 2.
Their numerical values for OP/ga = 7"5 are given in table 1 (present calculation). The
0 + -. 1- and 0 + ~ 3- capture rates are independent of 0p while the variation of 0 +
-* 0- and 0 + ---,2- capture rates with Op are given in figures 1 and 2 respectively both
for momentum-independent and momentum-dependent terms in (1). The calculations
are done in ~A.The effect of the finite size of the nucleus on the muon wavefunction is
considered. Thus the calculation is complete. We proceed now to discuss the results.
It is to be seen from figure 1 that the momentum-dependent terms in 0 + --, 0transition are very important and contribute as much as the momentum-independent
terms. The most recent experiment of Guichon et al (1979) is projected in figure 1 by
the shaded region. At first sight, it appears that the overlap with the complete
calculation gives Op/OA ~ 3 which is just half the MACvalue. Using our earlier studies on
average recoil nuclear polarization with ~,-decay corrections in A = 12 system
(Devanathan et al 1972; Parthasarathy and Sridhar 1979) and ?-v angular correlation
in A = 28 system (Parthasarathy and Sridhar 1981a) which are to a large extent free
from the nuclear wave function uncertainties, for OP/OAas (13 + 3), we find the 0 + --* 0 -
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partial transition rate to be (0"6 + 0.2) x 103 sec- t which agrees only with the Louvain
experiment (Deutsch et al 1969). In the analysis of 12B recoil polarization and 7-v
angular correlation in A = 28, Parthasarathy and Sridhar (1981) have pointed out that
any observable in muon capture that crucially depends on the momentum-dependent
terms, will be suited to examine MEC.Hence the 0 + --* 0- transition is ideally suited to
study the effect of MECand this, in fact enhances the capture rate.
It has been shown by Kubodera et al (1978) that the time part of axial current a,(x)
gets substantially modified by MEC.This should be viewed as an important correction or
improvement over IA. Phenomenologically, the ratio of the matrix element with MECto
its IA value is a measure of such MEC.This value is nearly 1"5 for 160 (Guichon et al
1979). As stated in §2, the 0 + --, 0- capture rate gets substantially enhanced now.
Explicitly, the 2(0-) without momentum-dependent terms are 0.2999 x 103 sec-1 in XA
and 0"3652 x 103 sec -1 with MEC, for ge = 7"SgA- The contribution from the
momentum-dependent terms are 0-6115 x 103 sec -1 and 0.9493 x 10 3 s e c - 1 in IA and
with MECrespectively. One realises that momentum-dependent terms contribute twice
the momentum independent terms. The full 2(0-) are 0-9114 x 103 sec-1 in IA and
1"3145 x 103 sec -1 with UEC. Thus MEC enhances ~.(0-) and brings better agreement
with experiment. The MECcorrected ~.(0-) can be pushed up still further by appealing to
ge ~ 13 gA in light nuclei. In view of the experience that other nuclear wavefunction
modifications such as the inclusion of 2p-2h correlations in 160 and 3p-3h correlations
in 16N will only decrease the capture rate, the only possible enhancement required,
could be due to MEC.Thus our calculations unequivocally demonstrate the need for MEC
in explaining 2(0-) and hence a strong evidence in favour of them.
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The 2(1 -) is in very good agreement with the Louvain measurement (Deutsch et al
1969). 2(1-) without and with momentum-dependent terms are 3-14 × 103 sec-1 and
2.31 × 103 sec -1 respectively. Quite contrary to 0 + --* 0- situation, the momentumdependent terms decrease the capture rate. The decrease is about 25 % compared to an
increase of about 200% in 0 + --, 0- capture rate.
The ).(3 -) without and with momentum-dependent terms are 0.2602 x 103 sec- t and
0.208 x 103 sec- t respectively. The momentum-dependent terms decrease the capture
rate by about 20%. Our complete 2(3-) is 0"208 × 103 see -1, which is in good
agreement with the only measurement of Palffy et al (1971) which is (0"13_+0"08)
x 103 sec- 1.
The ).(1 -) and ).(3-) are independent of 0e.
The variation of ).(2-) with Oe is displayed in figure 2 along with the latest
experimental measurement. The agreement with eCACvalue of Op is good. The nuclear
model dependence of the capture rate prohibits us in drawing conclusions about 9e.
From figure 2, for 9e = (13 _+3)9A, the nuclear model insensitive estimate, ).(2-) is
(8"7 _+ 0"45) x 10 3 sec- 1 which is in excellent agreement with the experimental values of
table 1. In this transition, the contribution from the momentum-dependent terms is
about - 5 %.

5. Conclusions
(i) The use of BHF-Landau microscopic model of p-h states in 160 explains the partial
capture rates to 16N better, (ii) The momentum-dependent terms contribute (by - 5 to
20 %) to the 0 ÷ to 1 -, 2 -, 3 - transitions while they contribute to 0 ÷ to 0- transition by
about + 200% (the main reason for invoking MEC), (iii) The 0 ÷ ~ 0- capture rate can
be explained only if the MEC are included. This indicates the existence of mesonic
degrees of freedom in t60, (iv) For 0 ÷ ~ 1 -, 2-, 3- transitions, the MECare small, as
they are dominated by the space part of au (x), (v) The results are in better agreement
with available data if we use the theoretical estimate of ge obtained in a nuclear model
insensitive way and hence a reliable estimate.
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